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Abstract
Aim: The Domain Name System (DNS) plays an integral role in the functionality of the Internet. Clients receive
Internet service by mapping domain names into internet protocol addresses, which are routable. DNS provides a
scalable and flexible name resolution service to clients easily and quickly. However, DNS was initially developed
without security, and the information is not secured. Although DNS security extensions was released in 1999 to
protect against vulnerabilities, it is not widely deployed, and DNS continues to suffer from a variety of attacks. The
purpose of this study is to provide a comprehensive survey of DNS security.
Methods: We describe an overview of DNS vulnerabilities, DNS attacks, and even mitigation systems. In detail,
attacks are classified by purpose and methods for defending against these attacks are introduced and assessed.
Finally, we conclude with a summary of the current state of DNS security.
Results: The main findings of this study is to introduce fundamental vulnerabilities of DNS and classify
representative DNS attacks into four categories to efficiently analyze them. Moreover, we describe and assess
mitigation systems to defense these attacks.
Conclusion: We conclude that DNS is an integral part of Internet operations but is still exposed to various attacks
due to its vulnerabilities, low deployment of available mitigation techniques, and limitations of such techniques.
Keywords: Survey paper, Domain Name System, DNSSESC, network security, DNS attacks, DNS mitigation system
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past 30 years, we have experienced more convenient Internet services through the human-friendly
Domain Name System (DNS) functionality, which maps domain names to internet protocol (IP) addresses
using globally distributed hierarchical name servers. Internet users with domain addresses can utilize
various Internet services, such as web surfing, e-mail, and even mobile services without entering machinerecognized IP addresses. However, DNS was first developed without consideration of cybersecurity and
caused many problems[1,2]. There is no doubt that there are many cyber attacks on DNS in the wild. In a
recent attack, for instance, attackers redirected DNS lookup for MyEtherWallet.com to a malicious website
that looked like an authentic website, for hijacking victims’ account information[3].
To overcome such various DNS security problems (i.e., directory lookup) and reinforce cybersecurity, the
DNS security extensions (DNSSEC) protocol was developed. DNSSEC implanted the digital signature
mechanism of public-key cryptography into the DNS system[4-7]. DNSSEC extends DNS based on the
hierarchical public key infrastructure (PKI) to protect data published in DNS. Certificates for the public
keys are issued by trusted certificate authorities (CAs), which certify the ownership of the public keys.
Thus, clients and resolvers can verify that DNS responses have not been forged or altered, using DNSSEC.
However, DNSSEC still suffers from deployment issues in the current Internet. Chung et al.[8] found that
31% of domains supporting DNSSEC failed to publish all relevant records required for validation and
39% of domains used an insufficiently strong key-signing key. They also found that 82% of the resolvers
requested DNSSEC records, but only 12% of them attempted to validate the DNSSEC records. Additionally,
several studies have been performed to scrutinize the CA model for lack of transparency and choice of
trusted CA sets[9,10]. If one of the CAs acting as a trust anchor is compromised, all information certified by
the CA may be falsified.
The 2016 Dyn cyberattack was a significant event indicating serious DNS risk. Dyn, which is a popular
DNS provider, was attacked by two large and complex distributed denial-of-service(DDoS) attacks
against the DNS infrastructure[11]. Eventually, several major Internet services and banking systems were
paralyzed. Figure 1[12] shows the map of the Internet disabling in North America by the Dyn cyberattack.
An interesting issue with this attack is that a large part of the US was impacted by attacking Data Centers
in only certain parts of the US. That is, the attack directly targeted only a locally distributed DNS with a
local Botnet. Moreover, the Cyber Security Report[13], released in 2018, describes DNS as the largest (82%)
Internet service target of application-layer attacks. Despite efforts to improve DNS’s security problems, DNS
is still a popular target for cyberattacks because of its essential role on the Internet, and its vulnerability.
This paper is a comprehensive survey of vulnerabilities of DNS (and DNSSEC), attacks exploiting those
vulnerabilities, and mitigations proposed or deployed to address such attacks. There have been previous
surveys on more restricted aspects of DNS security[14], a broader security context that includes DNS[15],
or the use of DNS to combat specific types of attacks[16,17]. The contributions of this paper are: (1) first,
the problems of DNS and DNSSEC security are described and classified as fundamental, structural, and
systematic vulnerabilities. Also, the increasing seriousness of DNS attacks is discussed; second, various
DNS attacks are discussed and classified by purpose, to understand and analyze them; finally, defenses
against DNS attacks are described, and the effectiveness of current DNS attack mitigation is assessed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on DNS and DNSSEC. Section 3
describes the security vulnerabilities of DNS and DNSSEC. Section 4 explains typical DNS attacks that
currently threaten Internet users, assesses these attacks according to seriousness and classifies DNS attacks
by purpose. Section 5 explores DNS attack mitigation methods and assesses their strengths and weaknesses.
Section 6 concludes with the implications of this study and opportunities for research.
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Figure 1. Map of Internet disabled in US by the Dyn Attack

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 DNS

DNS is an Internet system to map alphabetic domain names to numeric IP addresses[1,2,18]. In this paper,
DNS is defined as the following:
Service: DNS is a name resolution service. The domain name can be matched to the IP address through
DNS.
System: DNS is a distributed database system for the naming service as technical support. The DNS servers
are located globally.
Server (Structure): DNS name servers are organized in a top-down tree structure to support an efficient
naming service.
2.1.1 DNS history
In 1983, domain names were first translated to addresses through a local service, managed by the Operating
System (OS). The host file in the OS stored these translations. Initially, only about 15 organizations used
a single network, so keeping these files consistent and updated was straightforward, but not scalable.
To address this inefficiency, the Stanford Research Institution Network Information Center (SRI-NIC)
developed a new naming mechanism. The previous name service within the OS was transformed into
a system that was managed and deployed collectively by SRI-NIC. The host file containing translation
information (host name and numeric address) was hosted online by SRI-NIC and could be downloaded
over FTP. However, as the Internet grew the difficulties of keeping the file updated, and the size of the file,
became impractical. This resulted in poor search performance and traffic bottlenecks. To overcome these
drawbacks, a new type of name system was introduced in 1987 as the IETF Request for Comments (RFC)
1034[2]. The DNS system was standardized and widely implemented and started to manage domain names
on hierarchically-organized servers, growing into the current DNS system.
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Figure 2. Domain Name System structure

2.1.2 DNS philosophy
Technically, DNS is a hierarchical name server system that uses a globally distributed database system that
holds information about each domain. The DNS information is stored in distributed DNS servers, and the
information can be searched at any time upon user request.
Figure 2 illustrates the hierarchical DNS structure via a common domain name. DNS begins with the
.(Root) domain at the top. .com is a TLD (Top Level Domain) whose parent is the .(Root) domain. .google
is an SLD (Second Level Domain) whose parent is the .com domain. Finally, .www (i.e., a web service) is a
subdomain of .google.com.
As the top level of DNS, Root name servers are a global network with 13 redundant servers located in
various countries, which manage all TLDs. The TLD comprises two types: the country code Top Level
Domain (ccTLD) and the general Top Level Domain (gTLD). The ccTLD stands for the country domain
name, such as .kr (South Korea) and the gTLD stands for the general domain type, such as .com (Company)
or .org (Organization). As the number of domains increased, the number of available TLDs became
insufficient, and ICANN announced a new set of TLDs in 2014. Currently, the number of TLD servers
around the world is approximately 1,500 (maintained by IANA). Such vertical tree structure enables DNS
not only to facilitate the management of each domain information but also to distribute numerous DNS
requests efficiently.
The process of translating IP addresses to corresponding domain names through DNS is called name
resolution or DNS resolution[1]. DNS resolution begins with a client’s DNS request. Figure 3 illustrates how
a client obtains the IP address for a web server via DNS resolution, allowing it to receive web services.
(1) A client requests an IP address www.google.com from a local recursive DNS resolver.
(2) The recursive DNS resolver first checks the address translation in its local cache.
(3) If there is no information in the cache, the recursive DNS resolver requests the IP address of the TLD
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Figure 3. DNS architecture. DNS: Domain Name System; gTLD: general Top Level Domain

nameserver from the Root name server.
(4) The Root name server sends back the IP address of the .com name server as a response.
(5) Using this IP address, the recursive DNS Resolver requests the IP address of the SLD nameserver from
the .com name server.
(6) The .com name server sends back the IP address of the .google.com name server as a response.
(7) With the IP address, the recursive DNS Resolver requests the IP address for www.google.com from the
.google.com name server.
(8) The .google.com name server sends back the own IP address of www.google.com to the recursive DNS
resolver.
(9) The recursive DNS resolver sends back the IP address of www.google.com to the client as a response.
Finally, with the IP address (172.217.7.197 in this example), the client connects to the www.google.com
server.
The DNS framework consists of the following three parts:
(1) Client: They request IP addresses with domain names through the stub resolver, a client of DNS, and
transmits the request to the local DNS server address set on its device.
(2) Local DNS Server (Recursive DNS Resolver): They receive the DNS query from clients and obtains the
IP address for the domain name from domain name servers. Also, the IP address once found is stored in
memory for a certain period. So, it is called Caching Resolver.
(3) Domain Name Server (Authoritative Name Server): They have and manage IP addresses for the domain
names as well as the information related to the IP addresses. The Authoritative Name Server is composed
of more than 3-levels (Root, TLD, Lower-level Domain). Each domain server consists of a single master
server and several slave servers.
In addition to the basic information regarding IP addresses for domain names, DNS databases provide
additional information for a variety of services. DNS resource records (RR) have additional information
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related to domain names as a DNS server database element, which is used to respond to DNS client queries.
RRs are added to the DNS namespace generated by the DNS server and consist of various types, including
the following:
(1) A and AAAA: A - IPv4 address or AAAA - IPv6 address.
(2) CNAME (Canonical Names): domain name aliases, used for mapping an alias to a domain name.
(3) NS (Name Server): indicates a specific authoritative name server or a name server address.
(4) Others: MX (Mail Exchange) - mapping the domain to an SMTP email server, PTR (Pointer) Reversing IP address to Domain name resolution (reverse DNS lookup), and TXT - readable information.
2.1.3 DNS limitations
The major vulnerability in DNS is the lack of security. The original DNS protocol did not consider this
issue in depth. Thus, DNS data could be forged to translate to a malicious IP address, so that Internet users
would connect to a non-authorized site. This could, for example, be used to distribute false information or
to surreptitiously collect personal information. DNS does not provide a way to verify that the received IP
address translation is authentic. A corrupted or intercepted DNS response may provide false information to
any requester. DNSSEC has been developed to overcome this fundamental security vulnerability of DNS[4,7].
2.2 DNSSEC

DNSSEC, which is an Internet standard technology, aims to eliminate this vulnerability of DNS. DNSSEC
was originally standardized in 2005 as IETF RFCs 4033 through 4035[4-7]. Using two keys - the Zone Signing
Key and Key Signing Key (KSK) - to create digital signatures with Public Key Cryptography, DNSSEC
guarantees integrity and authentication for DNS data.
2.2.1 DNSSEC purpose
DNSSEC significantly enhances DNS security by adding Public Key Cryptography to the existing DNS.
The DNS cache poisoning attack, for instance, configures an ISP’s local DNS resolvers and their cache
to map specific domain names to malicious IP addresses. As a solution to such DNS fundamental
security problems, DNSSEC provides strong authentication using digital signatures, based on Public Key
Cryptography[4,7].
2.2.2 DNSSEC philosophy
Figure 4 shows the basics of data authentication using public-key cryptography.
(1) Alice generates an asymmetric key pair, composed of a Public and a Private key.
(2) Alice distributes the Public key to the Internet.
(3) Alice creates “signature” by signing the plain text with her Private key.
(4) Alice transmits “signature” along with “original data” to Bob.
(5) Bob receives “original data” with “signature” from Alice
(6) Bob looks up the Public key of Alice
(7) Bob performs the signature validation of “original data” with “signature”, using Alice’s Public key.
(8) If the signature is successfully verified, then Bob is assured that the original data purportedly from Alice
is correct.
DNSSEC applies the digital signature mechanism to resource records (RRs) to protect the data itself, which
is set in each section of the response message. DNSSEC has added four new RR types to existing DNS
records; these are Resource Record Signature (RRSIG), DNS Public Key (DNSKEY), NSEC/NSEC3, and
DS. These record types support the digital signatures and the signature verification process[6,19].
(1) RRSIG: This RR has a signature for a DNSSEC-secured record set.
(2) DNSKEY: This RR contains the public key to verify the signature in RRSIG records.
(3) NSEC/NSEC3: This RR is for the explicit denial-of-existence of a DNS record.
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Figure 4. Public Key Cryptography Architecture

(4) DS (delegation signer): This RR holds the name of a delegated zone. The DS record is placed in the
parent zone along with the delegating NS records for the authentication chain between the parent zone and
child zone.
The DNSSEC protocol uses a Chain of Trust due to a strong, reliable connection between DNS servers.
Figure 5 shows how DNSSEC works as the Chain of Trust. Compared with Figure 3, the IP address request
of DNSSEC is the same as that of DNS. However, the verification process is added to the existing DNS.
DNS servers verify each other with digital signatures from trusted CAs. Thus, DNS servers maintain a
strong security chain between each other to guarantee the integrity and authentication of DNS data[7].
(1) A DNS resolver first sets a “Trust Anchor” that corresponds to the public key from a Root domain zone,
as the KSK over DNSKEY record.
(2) The “Trust Anchor” is the starting point for verifying the signature in the signed DNS data, as the basis
for ensuring “Trust” for Data Integrity.
(3) The DNS resolver performs signature verification from the Root domain zone to the A record data,
which is the final node of verification, and then trusts the data.
DNSSEC adds strong security to authenticate DNS responses. Thus, DNSSEC assures users where the DNS
data originated from, that is not forged in transit, and verifies whether a domain exists or not.
2.3 Multicast DNS

The multicast DNS (mDNS) protocol, described by RFC 6762[20], is a DNS service to resolve the hostname
to IP address in small networks without a local name server. Unlike conventional unicast DNS, mDNS uses
the IP multicast user datagram protocol (UDP) packet. Thus, every node on the network subscribing to that
multicast address receives the request to resolve a hostname. The host owning that domain name responds,
also using multicast, with its IP address. All nodes subscribing to the multicast address can update their
DNS cache with the response. Figure 6 illustrates the basic mDNS protocol.
With the advent of IPv6 and the use of numerous embedded devices (e.g., IoT devices) greatly increasing,
the normal, somewhat complex DNS infrastructure is inconvenient for local services configuration. To
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Figure 5. DNSSEC Architecture. DNS: Domain Name System; DNSSEC: DNS security extensions

Figure 6. multicast DNS Architecture. DNS: Domain Name System

address this problem, mDNS was implemented by Apple Bonjour[20] and the Microsoft Link-local Multicast
Name Resolution[21]. Initially, mDNS was intended to search for printer devices within a network but later
expanded to the ability to resolve local hostnames.
The major benefits of mDNS are a zero-configuration and no infrastructure. It is available without
conventional DNS settings and does not require a local name server. Also, users can connect and use
devices in the network more conveniently because access to devices is intuitive.
mDNS has several weaknesses. First, if mDNS is exposed to the Internet, an attacker can easily collect
information about devices and services on the network. Multicasting is inherently a powerful means
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of mounting Denial of Service attacks. Since mDNS is a UDP-based protocol, it can be vulnerable to
amplification attacks using mDNS queries, and spoofing attacks are trivial.

3. VULNERABILITIES
Cybersecurity is a defense mechanism to protect the system from various malicious attacks; cyberattacks
disable or avoid these defenses. Vulnerabilities or weaknesses enable such attacks. This section looks
specifically at DNS and DNSSEC vulnerabilities.
3.1 DNS vulnerabilities

DNS vulnerabilities can be viewed in 3 ways: by concept, by structure, and by communication.
3.1.1 Conceptual view
The CIA Triad is a conceptual model of information security, consisting of three factors: confidentiality,
integrity, and availability[22]. The following is an assessment of DNS in terms of information security.
(1) Confidentially: DNS requests and responses are in most cases sent via the UDP protocol, which is light
and fast, but normally unencrypted, allowing eavesdropping on all messages. Besides, the information
stored by DNS servers is necessarily public, as name to address bindings must be served on demand.
(2) Integrity: DNS without modification does not have a mechanism sign data cryptographically, which is
its single greatest weakness; anyone can tamper with or forge DNS data.
(3) Availability: the hierarchical structure of DNS, unless augmented with redundancy, is very much subject
to attacks on DNS servers, or to failures of those servers.
3.1.2 Structural view
DNS servers have a hierarchical tree structure ranging from the Root to a specific domain name server.
However, such a DNS feature includes structural problems, which can affect DNS vulnerabilities. The
structural problems in DNS are as follows:
(1) Lack of redundant DNS[23]: The hierarchical DNS structure distributes and processes DNS queries more
efficiently. Users can request an IP address of the desired domain step by step and obtain the response.
Although DNS is designed to be distributed, traffics is concentrated because of the centralization. The
centralized DNS structure makes it easier for an attacker to attack multiple Internet services used by
many Internet users. For example, in 2016, a DYN attack exploiting such vulnerability made many users
unable to receive normal DNS responses, as well as Internet services unavailable[11]. DNS above the SLD
level, and major domain nameservers, have evolved over the years into a highly redundant system through
numerous studies and cases. However, lower-level DNS servers remain exposed to threats due to a lack of
redundancy. Resilient and reliable DNS support is possible if more domains adopt and support secondary
DNS configurations[23].
(2) DNS server information exposure[24]: Because the fundamental security configuration of the DNS
server is insufficient, the server information (e.g., server list, version) can be exposed through DNS servers
of many companies. If such information is exploited, not only DNS operation but also server operation
inside the companies can be exposed to the risk by attackers. The leakage of DNS server information
allows malicious DNS data to be sent and the user to trust wrong DNS information. Additionally, attackers
can collect information by reconnaissance attack and finally attack the server. Therefore, the security
configuration of restricted server information transmission needs to be set up in each company’s DNS
servers.
3.1.3 Communication view
Responses to queries are only weakly protected in DNS. DNS uses the IP address, destination and source
port numbers, and transaction ID in responses to match them with queries. It is relatively straightforward
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for attackers to craft responses that pass these tests, as follows:
(1) No secured packet through UDP[25]: The basic query of DNS is delivered over the UDP protocol, which
is unencrypted. An attacker could first capture a DNS query packet and forge a response from the name
server in a malicious response before the resolver receives a valid response. This attack is made easier if
routers are subverted as well.
(2) Transaction ID prediction[26]: The transaction ID is unique among several parameters that match DNS
responses to requests. However, if the transaction ID is predictable, it makes it easier to forge a DNS
response. The transaction ID is a 16-bit field in the DNS header and issued by the DNS algorithm. The
ID value has a range of 32,768 values, but it is easier to predict if DNS randomization is poorly done (e.g.,
overload in cache). It is also predictable just by observing the request ID. Thus, attackers can easily guess
the transaction ID and have their DNS response accepted as valid. For Berkeley Internet Name Domain
(BIND) versions 4 and 8, a sequential transaction ID method is used, allowing the response ID simply to
add 1 to the request ID. BIND version 9 and later adopts all randomized transaction ID and does not reuse the same ID for the same domain name. and predict the next transaction ID.
(3) Caching problems[27]: Caching is used for DNS efficiency. By storing the IP for the domain for a period
of time, unnecessary IP address requests and access time to that domain can be reduced. Cache Poisoning,
a typical DNS attack using such vulnerability, is one of the major threats to DNS. In cache poisoning,
an attacker injects a malicious IP address into the DNS cache, causing users to receive false translation
information for an extended period.
(4) Lack of protection against DDoS: About 93% of all cyberattacks on the Internet are reported as DDoS
attacks[13]. DNS is also vulnerable to this attack. If DNS request floods occur, the DNS name server that
handles the requests cannot respond to all requests making DNS service unavailable. As a consequence,
all users using the DNS name server are unable to use the Internet. Due to the absence of a mechanism to
block and prevent such attack patterns, DNS is currently suffering from many DDoS attacks.
3.2 DNSSEC vulnerabilities

As shown in Section II, DNSSEC has enhanced security for authentication and integrity by adding digital
signatures using public and private keys to existing DNS to overcome known DNS vulnerabilities. However,
DNSSEC is still suffering from various attacks through vulnerabilities and limitations.
3.2.1 Overhead
DNSSEC adds four record types to the DNS: RRSIG, DNSKEY, Delegation Signer (DS), and Next Secure
(NSEC). Because of these extended records, DNSSEC requires more overhead than traditional DNS and
increases processing time and packet size. The size of the DSSEC packet is up to 2000 bytes, while the UDP
size specified by the RFC is 512 bytes. Therefore, the packets in DSSEC are fragmented, which may result in
DNS fallback. For example, if the fragmented DNSSEC packets are not delivered properly and a public key
that was previously verified during a key rollover is still stored in the local cache and a DNS data packet
signed with a new key is received, verification of the new packet will eventually fail and be ignored. As a
result, the user is provided neither with the DNS service nor authentication[28].
3.3.2 Complexity
The implementation of DNSSEC has been found to have problems in deployment. Misconfiguration may
be increased because DNSSEC significantly increases the complexity of the existing DNS infrastructure[29].
The misconfiguration may result in incorrect DNSSEC RRs and authentication problems such that the data
is regarded as fake, even though it is correct, causing name translation to fail[30].
3.2.3 Untrustworthy resolver
Assuming a reliable DNSSEC system is built on DNS, most of the DNS responses are trustworthy.
However, if there are unreliable resolvers to deliver the final DNS response provided by the secure DNS
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server, Internet users are exposed to DNS threats despite the robust DNSSEC[31]. Usually, most people do
not consider how much they trust the local DNS resolver that is set up for them but simply use the default
local DNS resolver provided by the network. For example, if a typical user connects to the Internet over
public Wi-Fi, the DNS resolver is automatically configured as the default. Exploiting such a problem, an
attacker may intercept the request and configure a malicious DNS resolver that delivers false DNS data to
the victim. To counteract this, the chain of trust should be extended from the DNS resolver to the users.
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) with authorization tickets is one way to identify DNS
resolvers that are trustworthy[32]. However, if the DHCP server is disabled, or untrustworthy itself, all users
in the network could be affected.
3.2.4 Zone list exposure
The DNS database is broken into zones of records. Each zone contains not only a domain’s records but may
also contain its subdomains and related records. DNSSEC has a security function that can digitally prove
a domain or resource record that does not exist, using the NSEC (Next Secure) record type. This, however,
makes it possible for an outsider to find the names in an entire zone, a process known as zone enumeration.
To address this issue, the standardization of the NSEC3 RR has been completed, but can still be seriously
impacted by malicious NSEC3 and DNS servers that do not implement the standard[33].
Also, zone transfer is used to synchronize zone files between primary and secondary DNS servers. To
synchronize zone files between DNS servers, it is often accomplished using NFS, or a specialized zonetransfer function. Although zone file transfers are necessary, misconfiguration of the transfer may pose a
serious threat of leaking information.
3.2.5 Low deployment of DNSSEC
DNSSEC provides much stronger security for DNS, but it is currently plagued by the slow deployment
of DNSSEC. According to an Internet Society Report in 2016[34], TLDs zones signed with DNSSEC were
about 90%, while SLDs were only 65% of DNSSEC-enabled zones. In addition, considering that the usage
of DNSSEC-validating resolvers is approximately 26%, the percentage of deployment might be lower. The
report also points out that DANE’s deployment, which enhances the DNSSEC’s vulnerability, is also low.
3.2.6 Amplification and reflection DDoS threat
DNSSEC is still a possible vehicle for amplification and reflection attacks [35]. Due to the additional
information caused by complex digital signatures, DNSSEC’s record is significantly larger than a normal
DNS response. On average, the size of an “ANY” response from DNSSEC is 28 times larger than a normal
DNS “ANY” response[36], making amplification and reflection attacks even more damaging.

4 ATTACKS
This section presents the state-of-the-art for DNS attacks, classifies, and assesses them. Generally, the
DNS attack is an attack that targets multiple DNS servers on the Internet, using the DNS and DNSSEC
vulnerabilities described in the previous section. The goal of the DNS attack is to deplete the targeted
system resource or to corrupt the data, make the DNS system unavailable, or exploit the system to achieve
the final attack. As of now, the attacks are received considerable attention from researchers, governments
and also industry, but they still cause a significant risk for Internet users.
DNS attacks may be separated into four categories: DNS data tampering, DNS data flooding, abuse of DNS,
and DNS server structure. Figure 7 shows the list of 11 DNS attacks that are categorized.
4.1 DNS data tampering

DNS Data Tampering occurs when an attacker hijacks and/or compromises unencrypted DNS data in the
middle between users and DNS servers, and then users receive false address translation information. The
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Figure 7. 11 DNS attacks. DNS: Domain Name System; DGA: domain generation algorithm

Figure 8. DNS attack: DNS data tampering. DNS: Domain Name System; QID: Query ID; “-a”, “-b”: the process order

attack is based on the vulnerability of insecure DNS data. Figure 8 shows how a typical DNS data tampering
attack occurs. DNS attacks using data tampering are listed below.
4.1.1 DA01. DNS cache poisoning
DNS cache poisoning attack corrupts the data in the DNS cache. An attacker first queries a recursive DNS
server for a domain. If the recursive DNS server (A) does not have an IP address corresponding to the
requested domain in its cache, A sends queries to the authoritative name server (B). Before B can send an
NXDOMAIN response, the attacker sends a large number of spoofed responses to A that appear to come
from B. If the DNS response matches the DNS query, A will accept a spoofed response from the attacker
and keeps the resource records (RRs) provided in that response in its cache. At a later time, a user asking
for the translation of this same domain name contacts the A, which will provide the cached malicious IP
address to the user[27].
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Alharbi et al.[37] did a study on the risk of client-side DNS cache poisoning attack and discovered that a
new type of DNS poisoning attack using vulnerabilities to caching within the end-user’s operating system
is feasible. Such vulnerability is still exposed because the client side is not considered as part of the DNS
framework and, therefore, not considered in mitigations to the DNS cache poisoning attack.
4.1.2 DA02. Kaminsky
To protect against conventional cache poisoning attacks, DNS resolvers use a technique known as “bailiwick
checking”. To protect against malicious DNS additional records, the DNS resolver accepts only basic
information and ignores additional information. To overcome this, attackers exploited the authoritative
name server to poison resolver caches. Dating from Steven Bellovin’s study in 1990, DNS hijacking and
poisoning attacks developed into attacks based on the “birthday paradox”, and eventually evolved into
Kaminsky attacks in 2008[14,38].
Kaminsky attack hijacks the authoritative records instead of RRs. To succeed in the attack, the attacker
should configure a domain name server that is authoritative for the malicious website zone, including
all records, as a precondition. Kaminsky attack consists of two steps: Step 1: The attacker requests fake
DNS queries about a random name within the target domain to local DNS servers. Since the local DNS
server does not have the information in its cache, it will generate subsequent queries to authoritative name
servers. Step 2: The attacker sends a barrage of forged answers to the local DNS server. Instead of fake RRs,
it delegates to another name server, using the malicious authority record.
Finally, an attacker owns an authoritative name server for the specific website and provide users with
malicious IP addresses for normal DNS requests of the domain through the DNS resolver. This attack is a
higher level of attack than DNS Cache Poisoning Attack because it can affect not only the domain but also
the subdomain.
4.1.3 DA03. DNS hijacking
DNS hijacking modifies DNS record settings (most often at the domain registrar) to point to a bogus DNS
server or domain. Attackers hack the vulnerable DNS servers to change the IP address and the mapped
domain address[39]. Cisco Talos discovered a new DNS hijacking attack called “DNSpionage”[40]. The
main feature of this attack is to keep it as inconspicuous as possible during the attack. DNSpionage uses
malicious Microsoft Office files with embedded malware, which provides HTTP and DNS communication
with the attackers. Finally, malicious DNS redirection works when a user opens a forged document or
malicious site. The main feature of this attack is to be as inconspicuous as possible during the attack.
4.2 DNS data flooding

In general, the goal of flooding attacks is to disable the user-server function by overwhelming the
server, thereby hampering the DNS name resolution for its zone. Through the DNS data flooding attack,
the attacker tries to exhaust server resources with an enormous amount of apparently valid queries,
overwhelming server resources, and impeding the server’s ability to respond to legitimate requests. Figure 9
describes the specific method of DNS data flooding.
4.2.1 DA04. DNS flooding attack
DNS flooding attack attempts to exhaust server-side resources through a flood of UDP requests from
multiple machines contaminated by malware. DNS servers, which rely on UDP protocol for name
resolution, may not be able to distinguish large UDP packets from normal requests. Attackers send a large
volume of packets, mimicking legitimate DNS requests to a DNS server, causing the DNS server to run out
of resources to handle legitimate requests[41].
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Figure 9. DNS attack: DNS Data Flooding. DNS: Domain Name System

4.2.2 DA05. DNS reflection and amplification DDoS attack
The obvious difference between DNS reflection/amplification DoS attack and DNS flooding attack is in
the target of attacks[42]. While DNS flooding attack depletes DNS server’s ability, DNS reflections and
amplification attack attempts to saturate network capacity with heavy bandwidth traffic. This attack takes
advantage of the vulnerability of third-party open resolvers in the network that combines reflection and
amplification. An attacker sends out small request queries to multiple open recursive DNS servers, with a
spoofed source IP address. The request is crafted to cause a large response packet. Through simultaneous
reflection and amplification attack, the open recursive DNS servers generate a number of legitimate DNS
responses, and finally, the victim server is attacked by DDoS. To mitigate such a DNS amplification attack,
several security guidelines[43] have been issued, but still, amplification attacks have been widespread in
recent years.
4.2.3 DA06. Random Subdomain
The random sub-domain attack is another type of DNS data flooding attack, sending a flood of randomized
DNS requests for non-existent domains[44]. To succeed in the random subdomain attack, an attacker first
infects numerous clients. Infected clients create request queries by adding randomly generated subdomain
strings to the victim’s target domain. Each client sends these numerous queries to a DNS recursive server,
which attempts to resolve them with another server. Because this server continuously responds that the
domain is nonexistent, the requests for random lookups eventually exhaust the limited resources, which
delays or stops responses of legitimate lookups and all domains under the DNS server control. These
attacks are used for DDoS attacks against domain name servers.
4.3 Abuse of DNS

The latest cyber attacks are active in botnets using Command Control (C&C) servers. A C&C server is a
server that controls communication between attackers and zombie PCs (called Botnets) to attack a target.
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Figure 10. Demonstrating the DNS attack using abuse of DNS. DNS: Domain Name System

An attacker uses a C&C server to make it difficult to find the source of an attack and to scale to large
numbers of bots. To counteract the development of methods for detecting C&C servers, an attacker exploits
DNS to hide the location of C&C servers or to exfiltrate traffic to conceal the attack. To bypass firewalls, an
attacker attempts to send malicious commands from inside a network to an external C&C server. In such a
case, an attacker could conceal the information of the C&C server by using seemingly innocuous DNS (DNS
TTL, NXDOMAIN) records, as shown in Figure 10.
4.3.1 DA07. DNS tunneling
DNS Tunneling is a type of bypass technology that allows an attacker to send attack commands and
receive the results without blocking by the defense system. DNS requests may use up to 255 characters for
a domain name, and subdomains separated by “.” can be up to 63 characters. For example, if an attacker
sends a DNS query of “ghAAAAATTTAAAACCCKKakdg.malware.com”, the malware.com name server,
as the C&C server, accepts the query as a malicious attack command. Conversely, the malware.com name
server exploits records (A, CNAME, TXT) of the DNS response query to include the results for that attack
command. Since an attacker and a C&C server communicate through DNS port 53, DNS tunneling may
evade a defensive system[45,46].
4.3.2 DA08. domain generation algorithm
Domain generation algorithm (DGA) is an algorithm that randomly generates a large number of domains
(from hundreds to tens of thousands)[47]. An attacker uses DGA to support malware attacks. First, an
attacker attempts an attack by sending malicious commands to many botnets infected with malware
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Figure 11. DNS Attack: DNS Server Structure. DNS: Domain Name System

through a C&C server. However, security devices or agencies may block the IP address of the C&C server
to prevent communication. Some malware (such as the Necurs Botnet[48]) applies numerous domain names
generated by DGA to continuously change the domain of the C&C server. This evades a domain reputation
defense to hide the location of the C&C server.
4.3.3 DA09. fast flux
Fast Flux is a method of allocating multiple IP addresses to one domain. By setting the DNS response TTL
(Time to Live) to a minimum value (typically within five minutes) and changing the DNS record on the
DNS server periodically, the corresponding IP address of the C&C server may be changed repeatedly in
a short time interval. This usually relies on a DNS server controlled by the attacker. If a security manager
confirms access to a malicious domain and blocks the IP address of that C&C server on the firewall, Fast
Flux attempts to bypass this defense[49].
4.4 DNS server structure

As we mentioned in the previous section, DNS has its structural problems. In the hierarchical structure,
if a domain on the lowest level does not exist or has a problem, the DNS query processed from the top
level may be contaminated. Due to the structural weakness, DNS can easily be attacked, resulting in a large
number of victims connected to the DNS server. Figure 11 explains how the DNS attack with the DNS
server structure vulnerability works.
4.4.1 DA10. DNS non-existent domain
Non-existent domain (NXDOMAIN) is one of the DNS response queries, which means that a domain
does not exist. An attacker sends numerous queries to DNS servers for non-existent domains. The DNS
servers try to process the queries to find non-existing domains, but they send back the NXDOMAIN
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queries because the domains do not exist. Eventually, the cache in the recursive DNS server could be filled
with NXDOMAIN results and users will experience slower DNS server response times for legitimate DNS
requests. The authoritative DNS servers also spend valuable resources due to the multiple recursive queries
to obtain resolution results[50].
4.4.2 DA11. phantom domain
The phantom domain attack is similar to the DNS NXDOMAIN attack. However, the major difference is
that attackers use multiple phantom domains to interfere with normal DNS resolution. First, an attacker
sets up several phantom domains which either respond very slowly or do not respond to DNS requests.
Then, numerous bots send malicious DNS queries for the phantom domains to DNS resolvers. The DNS
resolvers handle and deliver the queries to the authoritative servers. However, under the phantom domain
attack, the DNS resolvers will continue to wait for responses and continue to query the unresponsive
servers, which consumes their resources. As a result, the DNS resolvers’ resources are used to process the
queries for the phantom domain, and users could be delayed or unable to receive responses to normal DNS
queries[51].
4.5 Assessment of DNS attacks

To classify DNS attacks, the types of attacks first are evaluated for each factor. Figure 12 shows the
assessment of the 11 DNS attacks introduced in this paper. There are five criteria for evaluating DNS
attacks. First is the Attack Method, as described above. The Effect factor classifies attacks according to
their intended outcome. The Attack Mode factor refers to whether the attack is passive (i.e., takes place
in response to a user-initiated query) or aggressive (launched by the attacker). The Attack Source/Target
classifies the multiplicity of attack source(s) and target(s). The Location of Attack Target factor means the
location where the attack is executed. If an attacker attempts to attack the DNS infrastructure directly, it is
labeled “Internal”. Otherwise, if an attacker attempts to attack a target using the DNS infrastructure, it is
labeled “External”.
The assessment for each factor is a filled circle, meaning fully or completely, half-filled circle, meaning
partially, and empty circle, indicating does not apply or not at all. DNS attacks have a variety of purposes.
Hijacking/poisoning-based attacks (DNS cache poisoning, Kaminsky, and DNS hijacking) mainly
have attack targets to lead to specific malicious sites, while flooding-based attacks (DNS reflection and
amplification, DNS flooding, Random sub-domain, DNS NXDOMAIN, and Phantom domain) have the
purpose to exhaust DNS servers’ resources through direct and aggressive attacks from malware-infected
Botnets. van Rijswijk-Deij et al.[35] found that DNSSEC could be exploited as DNS reflection attacks. Thus,
this attack can target specific servers as well as DNS servers. Finally, attacks that hide their attacks in
normal DNS packets or procedures have the purpose of exploiting DNS.
Based on the assessment, Figure 13 shows the classification of DNS attacks by purpose.
(1) DNS Server Unable/Slow: These attacks target DNS servers. The attacker sends a flood of queries to a
DNS server, and then the DNS server is forced to exhaust server resources to handle the enormous queries.
Eventually, the DNS server will not function normally and not be able to provide the domain service to the
user.
(2) Specific Target Server Unable: These attacks target a specific server. The attacker attempts to send heavy
traffic to the target server through flooding from the DNS servers. Attackers exploit open DNS resolvers
to amplify heavy traffic volume, as a third party[52]. The victim server receives a number of legitimate DNS
responses and finally, is subjected to a denial of service attack.
(3) Malicious Website: These attacks provide malicious websites to victims despite requests with normal
domains is a DNS Poisoning attack. By manipulating normal response queries, an attacker can illegally
acquire and exploit user information by providing bogus IP addresses to the user.
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Figure 12. DNS attacks Assessment. DNS: Domain Name System

Figure 13. Classification: DNS Attacks by Purpose. DNS: Domain Name System
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(4) Hidden Attack: These attacks abuse DNS servers to hide their attack location or attack message. The
attacker tries to conceal the location of C&C servers or to exfiltrate the botnet command from C&C, using
a vulnerability in internal DNS.

5. MITIGATION
Although DNS has suffered from many attacks, researchers’ efforts to mitigate these attacks are ongoing. In
particular, DNSSEC, which is the product of their efforts, has helped ensure the integrity of the unreliable
DNS data as the main vulnerability of DNS. Additionally, various advanced methods have been introduced
to overcome a number of limitations. This section briefly describes them.
5.1 DNSSEC and redundant DNS

Common DNS attacks, such as cache poisoning and spoofing attacks, occur easily by forging DNS data
and disguising fake DNS queries. Designed to overcome these problems, DNSSEC uses digital signatures
to authenticate the contents of DNS responses, preventing the use of forged DNS data and enhancing the
reliability of DNS queries.
As discussed in Section III, DNSSEC suffers from technical complexity, overhead, and low deployment[8].
In 2018, NS1[53] has developed DNSSEC guidelines, so that DNSSEC can be configured correctly and used
more easily. However, this does not solve all DNS security issues, including vulnerability to DDoS attacks.
The additional length of DNSSEC responses exacerbates the problems of reflection and amplification (DDoS
attacks). This dilemma is a major challenge for DSSEC to address in the future.
Redundant DNS servers are one solution to attacks on availability. The DNS standard specified that up to
eight spare servers may be used for redundancy[54], so that if a server is unreliable or unavailable, another
server can provide name lookup for the user[55]. However, these settings are rarely used in practice by
enterprises and ISPs[56], although redundancy has been recommended for a long time.
Ansari et al.[57] introduced a new technique to overcome the limitation of DNSSEC and reinforce DNS
security, based on using Cloud services for availability and reliability. The redundancy, flexibility, and
managed nature of the cloud make it a promising solution for DNS security.
5.2 Existing DNS mitigation systems

A number of approaches for securing DNS have been proposed. We describe these systems by grouping
them into three categories: Monitoring and Detection Systems, security extensions on DNS records, and
Advanced DNS with additional security functions.
5.2.1 Monitoring and detection systems
DNS is vulnerable to the threat of counterfeited data. One approach is to detect and monitor forged data to
distinguish reliable DNS data. The following systems are representative DNS defense systems that include
these functions.
(1) Kopis System[58]: Independently detects malware-related domains at the higher levels of the DNS
hierarchy (e.g., TLD level) by monitoring network traffic at a high level of the DNS hierarchy. In particular,
the Kopis System analyzes the streams of DNS queries and responses at authoritative name servers. From
the monitored DNS traffic, they extract the statistical features such as the diversity in the network locations
and the reputation of the IP space into which the domain name resolves. Kopis can predict malware-related
domains based on monitored traffic patterns with a statistical classification which is determined from
higher DNS levels’ information. This feature is different from existing detection systems such as Notos[59]
(see below) or Exposure[60]. Even without current IP reputation information, Kopis can accurately detect
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malware-related domains.
(2) Domain Watcher System[61]: A detection system that detects malicious domain names with local and
global textual-based features based on machine learning. This system utilizes three textual features of
domains - Lexical features, imitation features, and bi-gram features. First, they use the lexical features
to combine the existing characteristic data provided by systems such as EXPOSURE [60] or Detection
of Phishing Attacks[62] and new characteristics, such as the number of special characters and numeric
characters in the domain name or the number of continuous numeric characters, to easily fetch and
normalize the pattern. Imitation features and bi-gram features both utilize the domain information,
but imitation looks at the distance between domain names, while bi-gram looks at the similarity of the
distribution of letters in domain names.
(3) Anax [63]: A DNS protection system that detects the cache poisoning attack using a large set of
open recursive DNS servers (ORDNSs), identifying poisoned DNS caches through DNS records. An
infrastructure is added to intercept DNS responses (DNS Scanning Points) and collect and process the
resulting data (DNS Data Collector). A Data Preparation Engine analyzes and labels this data, offline,
in training mode. A Detection Engine then monitors in real-time DNS responses and flags suspicious
responses as poisoning attempts.
(4) Notos-Dynamic Reputation System for DNS[59]: a dynamic reputation system to compute scores of
domain names. The goal is to determine if a domain is legitimate or malicious using malicious domains’
distinctive features or characteristics.
Other methods of DNS attack detection have been proposed. Zhang et al.[64] introduces a new detection
method based on machine learning and hybrid methods, which obtains DNS data through active domain
name data or passive domain name data. Palau et al.[65] proposes an approach to detect DNS tunneling,
based on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with a minimal architecture complexity. Also, they
use their dataset that contains DNS Tunneling domains generated with five well-known DNS tools. The
resulting CNN model correctly detected more than 92% of total Tunneling domains with a false positive
rate close to 0.8%. Rajendran et al.[66] uses specific properties of DNS amplification and DNS tunneling
attacks and presents a number of countermeasures and mitigation techniques to protect against these
attacks on the DNS infrastructure.
Fast Flux generates a variety of domain names based on specific algorithms to avoid suppression. Normal
DNS-based detection approaches and blacklist filtering are ineffective against the Fast Flux attack. Methods
for analyzing new DNS traffic patterns using these Fast Flux characteristics have been developed. These
methods recognize the overwhelmingly large or abnormal DNS traffic, filtering the suspicious DNS
mapping, and detecting domains of pseudorandom strings generated by the algorithm compared with
legitimate domain patterns[67-69]. In particular, DNSMap[67] can quickly identify excessive DNS traffic in realtime by analyzing the DNS mapping of abnormal domains and IP addresses through graphical analysis,
unlike conventional methods of domain analysis based on machine learning.
5.2.2 Security extension of DNS records
DNS records provide information about domains that are needed by users. More information may be added
to provide data integrity and improve/extend trust. Several methods attempt to do so with less overhead
than DNSSEC.
(1) The Transaction SIGnature (TSIG) using CGA (Cryptographically Generated Addresses) Algorithm
in IPv6[70]: DNS has a security problem between the client and the DNS resolver due to the untrustworthy
resolver as discussed in the ‘Vulnerabilities’ section. To address this issue, TSIG is used. TSIG establishes
a trust relationship between a client and a DNS server. This process provides not only end-to-end
authentication but also data integrity between each other through a one-way hash algorithm and shared
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keys. However, TSIG faces one problem that it requires the keys is exchanged manually. A solution to the
key distribution problem is TSIG using CGA. TSIG-CGA provides an automated way for the negotiation of
a shared secret key, with authentication of the host via IPv6’s CGA algorithm.
(2) DNS-Based Authentication of Named Entities (DANE)[71-73]: DANE takes advantage of the source
of trust provided by DNSSEC to authenticate transport layer security (TLS) certificates. Through TLSA
records in the DNS hierarchy, DNSSEC can verify the integrity of DNS data. DANE was designed to
provide a stronger trust anchor using DNS as the root. Especially, DANE uses the DNSSEC chain of trust
to authenticate X.509 certificates used for transport layer security (TLS) and, as it relies on DNSSEC
infrastructure, it can support authentication and data integrity. DANE allows domain owners to issue their
certificates without CAs. Using the DNS hierarchy as a single trust anchor instead of many existing CAs,
DANE greatly reduces the attack surface. DANE can be used to solve issues related to CAs’ vulnerability
through the use of a new DNS resource record type, TLSA, signed with DNSSEC. As a result, DANE allows
TLS users to better control certificate validation.
(3) DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH)[74]: DoH is a standard web protocol to send DNS traffic over HTTPS. DoH
is developed to prevent fundamental DNS privacy problem of unencrypted communication between users
and DNS resolvers. As shown in the previous section, without a trusted DNS resolver, DNS queries cannot
be guaranteed. In DoH, by using HTTPS’s security platform, DNS queries and responses are protected.
Moreover, DNS traffic and requests are not directly observable because DoH applies the same port 443
used by HTTPS traffic. Additionally, DoH can be provided by existing DNS servers using a built-in web
server. Starting with Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome in 2018, most major web browsers support or
plan to support DoH. Despite this, there are some drawbacks to DoH. First, DNS traffic is encrypted,
making it difficult to track/analyze. Mitigation systems that detect DNS attacks based on DNS data
analysis will fail to function. Second, the prerequisite for DoH is the support of a trusted DNS resolver.
Each web browser, such as Firefox-Cloudflare and Chrome-Google OpenDNS, provides a trusted open
DNS resolver. However, traffic is centralized with a few DNS resolvers, with corresponding privacy and
performance concerns. Finally, the policies of these enterprises will be difficult to ensure transparency in
DNS operations.
5.2.3 Advanced DNS with additional secure functions
According to the DNSSEC deployment tracking system SecSpider [75], current DNSSEC-enabled zones
number approximately 3.3 million. It seems that the full deployment of DNSSEC will take considerable
time despite many efforts. Thus, additional security functions for DNS are required. The following are
methods for improving DNS security.
(1) DNS Proxy Server (DPS) and BIND[76]: a new approach to detect cache poisoning attacks and then send
an additional request for the same DNS Resource Record using a local proxy for the BIND caching server.
This defensive system makes cache poisoning attacks more difficult.
(2) T-DNS[77]: DNS uses unconnected UDP as the standard protocol. However, because of the poorly
secured UDP protocol, DNS is subject to attacks such as spoofing and flooding. T-DNS uses TCP and
TLS to provide DNS security. T-DNS provides more secure DNS data through TCP encryption, reduces
the impact of DoS attacks by establishing mutual connections, and overcomes the limitations of UDP’s
response size. DNS based on TLS can provide more secure privacy, support large payload, and mitigate
spoofing and reflection DDoS attacks compared to the use of existing UDP protocols. However, the
fundamental problems of TCP, latency, and resource needs, remain.
(3) S-DNS[78]: A security solution to prevent DNS cache poisoning and spoofing attacks. Based on the
predictability measures and timing analysis, S-DNS mitigates man-in-the-middle attacks in the DNS
hierarchy. This protocol has effects on decreasing the probability of the attack and also provides a simple
security mechanism with light-weight computation and overheads.
(4) Response Rate Limiting[43]: A defense mechanism to reduce the impact of DNS amplification attacks
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Figure 14. Assessment of DNS Mitigation. DNS: Domain Name System

and reflection attacks. The DNS server will respond a limited number of times to requests for a domain
name resolution from a particular IP address, making it more difficult to flood the victim with traffic.
5.3 Overall assessment of DNS mitigation system

Figure 14 shows the assessment of whether the mitigation system can protect against DNS attacks.
A full circle denotes yes or fully, a half-circle denotes partially, and empty circles denote no or not at all.
Each mitigation system was developed to solve specific vulnerabilities in DNS. Several key findings of our
assessment are provided:
(1) DNSSEC is a major enhancement to DNS but can be exploited for DDoS attacks. According to the 2019
report released by Neustar[79], the number of DDoS attacks increased by 133% and the average DDoS attack
size is 7.5 Gbps compared to 2018.
(2) Most monitoring and detection systems can observe the malicious DNS traffic, not protect against the
attacks. But, using these mitigation systems, it is possible to filter or protect against the DNS data attacks.
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Figure 15. List of the 10 Enterprise DNS providers. DNS: Domain Name System; TLS: transport layer security

(3) TSIG with CGA and DANE are solutions to overcome DNSSEC’s limitations and are promising
alternatives.
(4) Because most advanced DNS mitigation systems with additional security functions are focused on
specific security problems in DNS, they do not cover all DNS attacks. On the other hand, T-DNS prevents
most of the DNS attacks because they address the fundamental protocol problem in the DNS protocol.
However, T-DNS, based on the TCP protocol, greatly helps improve DNS privacy, while its latency is the
slower, and overall cost is significant compared to the UDP protocol.
5.4 Secure/enterprise DNS provider

Unlike these mitigation systems which provide additional security functions or monitor/analyze/detection
techniques, an openDNS of major companies or organizations that ensure improved security, reliability
and speed would be better option to defend against some of the DNS attacks. It is called Secure/Enterprise
DNS, which is a fast and reliable DNS service from large organizations. Enterprise DNS centrally manages
its security architecture that guarantees a more sophisticated and reliable DNS service.
To better understand the current Enterprise DNS situation, we provide and evaluate a list of 10 large
Enterprise DNS providers, as shown in Figure 15. Each organization provides its open DNS and can be set
up and used by anyone on their device. Except for Microsoft Azure and Oracle, most providers support
DNSSEC. Azure and Oracle protect DNS through their systems.
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Another factor is the support of the Certification Transparency and Certification Authority (CAA) records,
which are techniques to compensate for weaknesses and defects in the PKI-certificate system. While all
organizations provide Certification Transparency, some do not offer CAA records. Regardless of whether
DoH or DoT is supported or not, it is judged as the support of a security solution for certificates.
Almost all providers support DoH and/or DoT, except for Oracle and Verisign. We expect that the support
of the DoH/DoT would increase with time.
Finally, all providers offer TLS 1.2 for cipher transmission, especially Google, Cloudfare, and Quad9 that
support DoH, up to the latest TLS 1.3. Therefore, these institutions are expected to provide more stable
DoH based on TLS 1.3 in the future.

6. DISCUSSION
This paper presents a survey of DNS security. The background of basic DNS and DNSSEC was described,
with an explanation for the motivation of DNSSEC. DNS is essential for proper operation of the Internet,
but it is still subject to a variety of attacks, due to its vulnerabilities, lack of widespread adoption of available
mitigation techniques, and limitations of those techniques. These vulnerabilities were described, and DNS
attacks were classified based on those vulnerabilities. Also, several methods suggested in the literature for
defending against such attacks were summarized.
This survey provides a novel and useful analysis to understand DNS and DNSSEC in terms of cybersecurity.
Specifically, the classification of DNS attacks supports understanding and analysis of future DNS attacks.
This paper provides the first DNS attack classification. The analysis of various mitigation systems also
provides indicators for future DNS developments. Promising alternatives to DNSSEC include DANE/TLSA
and DNS-over-HTTPS. Even lighter-weight approaches, suitable for deployment in the Internet of Things,
are needed as well.
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